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Composite magnetic catalysts and sorbents are leading 
candidates for catalytic applications under RF heating 

in flow. The development of supported catalysts with well-
defined active structures that catalyse selective chemical 
transformations and have an additional functionality (e.g. 
light absorbing, microwave absorbing or magnetic properties) 
remains a major challenge. Successful development in this 
area could provide reactors and processes for synthetic 
routes and chemical products with optimal space-time yields, 
minimum waste production, minimum energy consumption, 
and minimum operating costs.

Ferromagnetic materials (like nickel ferrites) are known to 
generate heat when exposed to an alternating magnetic 
field in the radiofrequency range (RF). This property can 
be utilised for induction heating of a composite magnetic 
catalysts, where magnetic nanoparticles are embedded 
in the catalyst (sorbent) support. The control of magnetic 
material structure at the nanoscale is the key to increase 
performances and improve the energy efficiency under RF 
heating. Thanks to powerful characterization tools, we can 
now control critical catalyst parameters such as particle size, 
composition, shape, and particle-support interfaces. This 

has boosted numerous studies linking chemical processes, 
reactor design, nanostructures, and development of 
advanced kinetic models, paving the way for the rational 
design of nanostructured catalysts and structured reactors. 
In this lecture, recent developments in our lab in the area of 
magnetic framework composites and structured reactors will 
be discussed highlighting several examples of enhancement 
of reaction rate and selectivity under RF heating: from fine 
chemicals synthesis (direct amide synthesis and glucose 
isomerization in flow) to CO2 capture and its subsequent 
transformation to solar fuels and chemicals. 
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